MITIGATING THE IMPACT OF
MEDIA REPORTING OF
TERRORISM
Terrorists have used media to recruit, radicalise and spread fear. What challenges do actors
reporting on and responding to terrorism face? The project focus is on providing evidencebased guidance and capacity-building outputs based on original, context-sensitive research
into the risks and opportunities in media reporting of terrorism and terrorist incidents.
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After the Attack: Lessons for Governments and
Journalists in Reporting Terrorist Incidents

The Battlefield of the Media: Reporting Terrorism
in Conditions of Conflict and Political Repression

Challenges for Journalists
• Media amplify impact of an attack
• Political instrumentalisation: a terrorist event and its
reporting used or abused by political actors.
• Official pressure and criminal liability
• The public interest balance- no self-censorship
• Western framing rather than national and local realities.

Four case studies on Iraq, Egypt, Syria and Libya explore
the challenges for journalists in reporting on terrorism in
conflict-affected or authoritarian societies in the MENA
region.

Challenges for Governments
• Attention seekers (malevolent vs. benevolent intentions)
• A binary media landscape (censored vs. threatening)
• Message discipline (accurate/ non-deceptive)
• Positive communicators as CVE

Authoritarian states & terrorist groups's narrative control:
• Weaponisation of language
• Threatening and using violence against journalists
• Censorship
• Controlling the means of production
• Influencing main-stream media
Alternatives: citizen journalism and conflict-sensitive
journalism

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
MEDIA REPORTING...
... AFTER A TERRORIST ATTACK IN NON-WESTERN COUNTRIES

RECOMMENDATIONS
For governments, journalists, editors and international donors

• To help and instruct governments, journalists, and editors, guidelines,
protocols and policies on reporting terrorism should be developed
cooperatively for high-threat countries.
• International donors working in counter-terrorism should look to build the
capacity of journalists, editors and government communications officers in
managing the information environment before, during and after terrorist
incidents.
• Government counter-terrorism officials should plan how to respond to
attacks without creating counter-productive outcomes.

... IN CONFLICT-AFFECTED/ AUTHORITARIAN SOCIETIES

RECOMMENDATIONS
For citizen journalists, journalists, news organisations and international
donors

• International donors should bolster independent media NGOs that support
journalists in conflict zones with training, guidance and safety/security.
• Training in conflict analysis should be offered to journalists reporting on
terrorism.
• News organisations in fragile contexts should consider adopting editorial
guidelines on reporting on terrorism.
• The European Union (EU) and its Member States should insist on journalistic
freedoms in reporting on counter-terrorism in partner countries.
• Citizen journalists in countries affected by terrorism should be supported by
training and potentially funding, and international donors (such as the EU)
should provide forums and opportunities for knowledge sharing on reporting
on terrorism.

